Flowchart of existing Chapter 5 connection process for workshop 1 November 2013
Existing Chapter 5 connection
process

5.3.2(a)
Connection applicant
Must make a connection enquiry
advising DNSP of the type,
magnitude and timing of
proposed connection
Lodge with another DNSP

5.3.2(d)
Connection applicant
May request to process the
connection enquiry in spite of
response to (c ). DNSP must
meet this request

5.3.2(b)
DNSP
In information is inadequate for
DNSP to process, MUST advise
connection applicant within 5
business days of information
needed from schedule 5.4

5.3.2(c)
DNSP
Within 10 business days of
receipt of enquiry or additional
information, advise if enquiry
should go to different DNSP

5.3.2(e)
DNSP
If DNSP thinks enquiry
should be examined by more
than one DNSP, may do so
with connection applicant
agreement

Liaise with other DNSPs as
required

LODGE A CONNECTION ENQUIRY

5.3.3(b)
DNSP
Must provide the following information in writing within 10 business days
3) identity of other parties
4) whether these parties need to enter into an agreement
5) contestable services
6) preliminary program

5.3.3(b1)
DNSP
3) automatic access standards
4) minimum access standards
5) applicable plant standards
6) negotiated access standards requiring input from AEMO
7) normal voltage level
5.3.3(c)
Details of information to be provided by connection applicant
1) details of connection requirements
2) level and standard of power transfer capability
3) list of technical data as set out in schedule 5.5
4) commercial information to satisfy any prudential requirements
5) application fee
6) any other relevant information

Perform network studies to identify
access standards to be negotiated
as part of the connection
application

5.3.3(a)
DNSP
May include in its response
the reasonable
requirements of any such
other DNSPs for information
to be provided by the
connection applicant

5.3.3(b1)
DNSP
Must provide information to the
connection applicant within 20
business days after receipt or
additional information provided

CONNECTION ENQUIRY RESPONSE

5.3.4(f)
Connection applicant
1) may lodge separate
applications to parties identified
in clause 5.2.3(b)
2) lodge one application with
DNSP who processed the
connection enquiry

5.3.4(b)
Connection applicant
Must submit an application to
connect containing the
information in clause 5.3.3(c) and
application fee

5.3.4A
Sub process for the determination
of negotiated access standards.

5.3.2(f)
DNSP
Must to the extent that it holds
technical information to facilitate
the processing of a connection
enquiry or an application to
connect, provide that
information to the connection
applicant in accordance with the
relevant requirements of
Schedule 5.1, or 5.2.

5.3.4(e)
Connection applicant
Where proposed access
standards are greater than
minimum but less than
automatic, the application to
connect must include proposal
for negotiated access standards
for each technical requirement

5.3.4(d)
DNSP
Must pay amounts from
application fee to other DNSPs or
AEMO as appropriate for work
done

5.3.5
DNSP
Preparation of offer to connect

Connection offer to be provided
within the preliminary program
timeframe
CONNECTION APPLICATION

Connection applicant obligations

Relevant to both DNSPs and connection applicants

DNSP obligations

Start/end or other sub processes

Connection agreement (as per
chapter 5

Flowchart of proposed Chapter 5 connection process for workshop 1 November 2013
Amended draft rule
determination process

5.3A.5(c)
Enquiry form information requirements
1) qualitative description of project
2) information of the kind in schedule 5.4
3) list of information requirements from
LNSP related to application to connect

5.3A.5(a)
Connection applicant
Must make a connection
enquiry in the form
determined by the DNSP
(5.3A.5(b))

5.3A.5(f)
DNSP
Must advise connection
applicant within 5 business
days if enquiry is deficient
or requires additional
information

5.3A.5(d)
DNSP
Must within 5 business days
provide written receipt of
acknowledgement

5.3A.5(e)
DNSP
Where considers connection
should be jointly examined,
with agreement of connection
applicant, liaise with other
DNSPs

5.3A.6(b)
DNSP
Liaise with other DNSPs

LODGE A CONNECTION ENQUIRY

DNSP
Details of the information to be provided by the DNSP
1) technical information of the type from Schedule 5.2 to
the extent relevant to the application to connect.
2) identity of other parties
3) those services that are contestable
4) worked examples of connection charges
5) whether augmentation may be required
6) details of the information pack
7) contact details
8) DNSP response to objectives of connection sought
9) description of the detailed enquiry process
10) further information requirements from the
connection applicant
11) the enquiry fee payable
12) estimate of the application fee
13) other relevant information

5.3A.7(a)
DNSP
Must provide a preliminary
response within 15 business
days, unless otherwise
agreed which must not be
unreasonably withheld

PRELIMINARY RESPONSE

Ability to opt-out of the preliminary
enquiry stage

S5.4A(q)
Connection applicant
Submits further information
necessary for DNSP to
prepare a detailed enquiry
response

5.3A.8(a)
DNSP
Must within 5 business days
provide written receipt of
acknowledgement

5.3A.8(b)
DNSP
Must advise connection
applicant within 10 business
days advise if enquiry is
deficient or requires
additional information
REQUEST FOR DETAILED RESPONSE

5.3A.8(d)
DNSP
Relevant date is where DNSP has received all of:
1) enquiry fee
2) preliminary response further information
3) detailed response further information under 5.3A.8(b)

5.3A.8(f)
Details of the information to be provided by the connection applicant
1) details of connection requirements
2) level and standard of power transfer capability
3) list of technical data as set out in schedule 5.5
4) commercial information to satisfy any prudential requirements
5) itemised estimate of connection costs
6) draft connection agreement
7) description of the process for lodging the application to connect
8) application fee
9) any other relevant information

Perform network studies to identify
access standards to be negotiated
as part of the connection
application

5.3A.9(a)
Connection applicant
Makes an application to
connect in accordance with
5.3A.9 and 5.3.4A and pays
application fee

5.3A.8(c)
DNSP
Must provide a detailed
response within 30 business
days, unless otherwise
agreed which must not be
unreasonably withheld, or
subject of RIT-D

5.3A.8(e)
RIT-D sub process
DNSP and connection
applicant are to agree a
timeframe for provisions of a
detailed response taking into
account status of RIT-D

DETAILED RESPONSE

5.3A.10
DNSP
Preparation of connection
offer

5.3.4A
Sub process for the determination
of negotiated access standards.
5.3.A9(e)
DNSP
Advise connection
applicant within 5 business
days if application to
connect is inadequate.

5.3.6(a)(3)
DNSP
Connection offer to be
provided within four months
of receipt of application to
connect (but with stop-theclock mechanism for TNSP,
or AEMO input, or technical
dispute), or unless otherwise
agreed.

CONNECTION APPLICATION

Connection applicant obligations

Relevant to both DNSPs and connection applicants

DNSP obligations

Start/end or other sub processes

Connection agreement (as
per chapter 5)

Flowchart of process for negotiating access standards for workshop 1 November 2013
Process to determine negotiated access
standards

5.3.4(e)
Connection applicant
Where proposed access
standards are greater than
minimum but less than
automatic, the application to
connect must include proposal
for negotiated access standards
for each technical requirement

5.3.4A(c)
DNSP
Following receipt of negotiated
access standards must consult
with AEMO with respect to
AEMO advisory matters

5.3.4A(d)
AEMO
Within 20 business days of
receipt, must respond to
DNSP in writing with
respect to AEMO advisory
matters

Propose alternative

Reject
End

5.3.4A(h)
Connection applicant
May
- accept
- reject
- propose an alternative
- adopt automatic access
standard

Accept, or
Adopt automatic access standard

5.3.4A(i)
Connection applicant
Where accept automatic access standard or negotiated
access standard under clause 5.3.4A, terms and conditions
of a connection agreement is taken to be the performance
standard

5.3.4A(e)
DNSP
Within 30 business days
must accept or reject
negotiated access
standards

5.3.4A(f)
DNSP
Must reject negotiated access
standard if:
- AEMO states adversely affects
power system security;
- DNSP states adversely affects
quality of supply to other
network users;
- AEMO/DNSP states lower than
corresponding minimum access
standard; or
- does not meet S5.2.5; S5.2.6,
S5.2.7, or S5.2.8.

5.3.4A(g)
DNSP
Must when rejecting negotiated
access standard, advise of a
negotiated access standard that
the DNSP will accept

